important role in tuning machine behavior and action. We discuss results using a simple thermodynamic framework, 11 and find that the molecular forces that build up to drive the MC are hydration forces, 12 consistent in magnitude with unfolding forces measured in single-molecule experiments. 13 Figure 1. Scheme of a protein driven microcantilever (MC) which is fuelled by cycling the salt concentration of the surrounding solution. A self assembled monolayer of protein is deposited on the top face of a MC beam (for our experiments we use Au coated Si MC beams). At the starting stage the system is in chemomechanical equilibrium with the surrounding saline buffer solution. Modulation of the salt concentration shifts the conformational equilibrium of the proteins and in turn unbalances the in-plane intermolecular forces within the film. The resultant forces cumulate and trigger a macroscopic surface work (i.e. induce a change of the surface pressure) that the MC counterbalances by bending till chemomechanical equilibrium is again restored. Note: to rule out "unspecific" effects, the MC bending, Δz, is referred to an unmodified MC (reference MC).
The equilibrium between the conformational states of a protein can be represented by a two states, A and B. In dilute electrolyte solutions, equilibrium can be significantly shifted toward one of the states by tuning the salt concentration, which changes the number of ions bound by the protein and the Debye-Hückel screening of the charge interactions on the protein. 14 These changes can either expose peptide groups that are buried in A to the solution in B, denaturing the protein, or drive the opposite phenomenon, causing the protein to fold. Thus, A and B can be regarded as two opposite states of a molecular switch (one of the two basic types of molecular machines 2 ) that can be cyclically populated by varying the salt concentration.
By adopting a formalism analogous to the one used to include counterion binding in DNA hybridization, 15 we can express the equilibrium between states A and B as follows:
where jC are the j ions C that associate with the protein in state A and bring it to state B. 16 For this equilibrium at a solid-solution interface, counterion association to the surface bound proteins changes the surface potential and the surface excess of charge. 17 Furthermore, the conformational transformation changes the accessibility of the interface for the solution, i.e. changes the interfacial tension. Thus, the transformation triggers the formation of a novel interfacial phase. Accordingly, the total change in the Gibbs free energy, dG, associated with the extent of transformation dξ at a given temperature and pressure is given by 18 (2)
where µ A , µ B and µ C are the chemical potentials of the protein in state A and B and of the counterion C, respectively; dΣ is the portion of interface that upon dξ changes thermodynamic surface tension from γ A to γ B and surface charge density and electric potential from σ A and ψ A to σ B and ψ B , respectively. 19
Note that in here the electrical double layer partially penetrates the solid phase (as for biological membranes) and is a particular case of Gouy-Chapman-Stern double layer, often called "porous" double layer (Ref. 17) .
(2) the overall change in the molar Gibbs free energy, Δ r G, is
where Γ = dξ/dΣ is the surface molar density of the proteins in state B, Δγ is the surface pressure and w e σ is the surface electrical work. By substituting the µ i chemical potentials as functions of the molar concentrations c i of the i involved chemical species, where Δ r G 0 is the standard molar Gibbs free energy change in free solution assuming dilute solutions.
When equilibrium is attained Δ r G = 0, the molar concentrations c i assume their equilibrium values [A], It is of note that typical equations describing thermodynamics of protein folding are particular cases of Eq. (5). In bulk solution the surface terms disappear and Eq. (5) reduces to the classic definition of conformational stability free energy. 25, 26 Instead, when only mechanical work exists (that
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is w e σ = 0), Eq. (5) matches the equation introduced by Bustamante and co-workers to account for the effect of force on the free energy of a single-molecule transformation. 13 Cytochrome c (cyt-c) was selected as model protein because its structure and folding have been extensively characterized experimentally and computationally in both free solution and at the Ausolution interface. 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 In particular, it was found that when conjugated to gold NPs, cyt-c changes its α-helical structure. Unfolding varies with salt concentration 9 and the choice of labeling site for the NP can have a profound influence on structure and folding ability. 23 First, we probed the mechanical work performed by thin films of cytochrome c from which yields for Δz = −160 nm a ∆γ = − 34 mN/m. 35 Supposing a typical monolayer of YCC (~10 12 molecules/cm 2 ) we can infer that each YCC molecule contributes to change the surface pressure of However, under the same salinity changes, the Au coated MCs previously capped with the BPS ligand, YCC-BPS-Au MCs, undergo a mean differential upward deflection of Δz = +240 nm (Fig. 3, blue dashed line), corresponding to a tensile (attractive) surface pressure of +52 mN/m. 35 This shows that the surface coating ligand can significantly affect the behavior the protein thin film switch.
The thermodynamic framework introduced before can explain these results. Eq. (5) suggests that the intermolecular force that builds up molecule by molecule to a macroscopic mechanical effect is not electrical in nature, but that its extent and sign as well as the work it performs (Δγ/Γ) are determined by the work necessary to modify the interfacial electric double layer (w e σ /Γ) and by the chemical work (last term at the right hand side of the equation), in agreement with previous empirical findings. 3, 4, 5, 6 Accordingly, since they have different electric potential ψ, YCC-Au and YCC-BPS-Au films under the same salinity conditions perform different electrical and chemical work that must be balanced by different mechanical work, resulting in different MC bending.
From a molecular perspective both the sign and modulus of the surface pressures directly recall molecular hydration forces, 12 which become significant in confined geometries with nanoscale surface separations (typically below 10 molecular water diameters). These hydration forces oscillate with distance, varying between attraction and repulsion with a periodicity equal to the water diameter. Since the inter-protein separation in the YCC-MC and YCC-BPS-MC films differ due to BPS intercalation 23 ( Figure 3 ) the intermolecular forces that are responsible for the mechanical work may be these hydration forces.This result is similar to recent studies of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of single strand DNA 36 which points at the key role played by the structural forces in water in the mechanisms In order to get further insight into the role played by the ligand, we probed the behaviour of horse cytochrome c (HCC) on Au coated MCs capped with BPS. HCC has nearly identical structure to YCC but lacks C102 and so it cannot covalently bind to the Au MC. HCC electrostatically adsorbs onto BPS capped Au surfaces without intercalating BPS and in a way that its structure is maintained 9, 37 ( Figure 4 scheme) . The used MC arrays, the functionalization scheme and procedures and the actuation modes were the same adopted for the YCC-BPS arrays. The left panel of Figure 4 shows This suggests that BPS switches the protein-protein interaction from repulsive to attractive only when proteins are intercalated in it. It remains open if BPS is involved in the molecular mechanism only as a "spacer" that changes protein-protein interactions, or if it plays a more significant role in these interactions. Figure 4 also evidences that the HCC film switch could perform several fully reversible motion cycles, giving a design hint for future more application-oriented experiments. Very likely, the fact that HCC seats onto BPS by retaining its folded structure contributes to enhance the machine robustness over more cycles. Before concluding, it is worth noticing that the presented experiments as well as their thermodynamic analysis are of primary interest also for interface biological systems other than thin film switches. Consider Eq. (5), it suggests that the surface work required to confine a protein at a solid-solution interface can be compensated by a shift of the folding/unfolding equilibrium. This is fully consistent with previous observations showing that YCC covalently tethered by C102 onto charged Au NPs presents a decrease of α-helicity, 9 but adds the surface work parameter to the picture. This aspect is of basic importance, since surface work means significant protein-protein interactions and charge screening that very likely concur with folding degree and binding sites accessibility to affect the protein surface functionality. Remarkably, as evidenced in Figure 3 , similar folding behaviors such as the increase of denaturation of YCC at charged NPs induced by lowering the salt !""# $%# 12/15 concentration, 23 can be accompanied by both attractive or repulsive intense forces, that probably differently impact YCC surface functions.
In summary, we are able to create hybrid molecular driven devices based on MCs and protein thin films with motion fuelled by salinity cycles. Upon the same salinity stimulus, the film mechanical work and the MC direction of motion are tunable over a range of approximately 90 mN/m and 400 nm, respectively, and depend on the nature of the attachment of the protein to the MC and also the surface coating ligand at the protein-MC interface. These results aid in progress towards hybrid biomolecular devices, and show that the nature of the interface between proteins and inorganic surfaces can have a profound effect on biomolecular machines. How the nanoscale rearrangements of the protein can cumulate to create microscale mechanical work can be described in thermodynamic terms; that with the experimental evidences point to building up of inter-protein hydration forces as the primary mechanism.
The proposed thermodynamic description is amenable to be extended to other breakthrough yet few understood interfaces in biology, including NP-protein conjugates 10 and stimuli-responsive surfaces realized with biomolecules. 38 
